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Abstract
Let S be the multiplicative semigroup generated by a finite set fs1; : : : ; skg of n by n
matrices over a field. For every positive integer m, let l.m/ denote the number of sequences
i1; : : : ; im such that the corresponding product si1    sim is nonzero. We say that the entropy
of S is zero if 0 is the limit of the sequence log l.m/=m. The structure of semigroups of entropy
zero is described. © 2001 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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This note is motivated by a question on matrices that arises in the context of
discrete dynamical systems [5]. Namely, consider a set U D fs1; : : : ; skg  Mn.K/
of n  n matrices over a field K: By the cocyclic subshift determined by U we mean
the set
XU D f.i1; i2; : : :/ j si1si2    sij =D 0 for every j g:
Let ‘.m/ be the number of words of length m in s1; : : : ; sk for which the corre-
sponding elements of Mn.K/ are nonzero. Notice that one counts the appropriate
sequences of indices here, and not the corresponding elements of Mn.K/. The entro-
py of XU is defined as limm!1.log ‘.m/=m/: The question of when XU has nonzero
entropy was the main motivation for Kwapisz [5]. Roughly speaking, an answer was
given in terms of cocyclic subshifts that are associated to U via homomorphisms of
the subalgebra of Mn.K/ generated by s1; : : : ; sk onto simple algebras. The aim of
this note is to establish a simple condition in terms of the structure of the semigroup
S D hs1; : : : ; ski generated by this set. Therefore, we speak about the entropy of S,
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keeping in mind the fixed generating set. For the basic background on semigroups
and linear semigroups we refer to [1,9].
Lemma 1. Assume that S D hs1; : : : ; ski  Mn.K/ is a semigroup of zero entropy.
Let  V X D hx1; : : : ; xki −! S be the homomorphism defined by xi 7! si; where
X is a free semigroup of rank k. If x; y 2 X are such that 0 62 h.x/; .y/i; then
hx; yi  hwi for some w 2 X:
Proof. Write x D xi1    xip , y D xj1    xjq for some il; jl 2 f1; : : : ; kg: If hxy; yxi
is free noncommutative, then it has 2m words of length m in xy; yx. So it has 2m
elements that are words of length Nm in x1; : : : ; xk; where N D p C q . Therefore,









which contradicts the fact that S has zero entropy.
So hxy; yxi is not free noncommutative. Since xy; yx have the same length in
the generators of X, we must have xy D yx: From [6, Corollary 5.3], it follows that
x; y 2 hwi for some w 2 X. 
Recall that Green relationsR,L,H in Mn.K/ are defined by: aRb if aMn.K/ D
bMn.K/; aLb if Mn.K/a D Mn.K/b andH D R \L:
Let Mj D fa 2 Mn.K/ j rank.a/ 6 j g and Sj D S \ Mj for j D 0; 1; : : : ; n:














each Ui (viewed as a subset of the Rees factor Mj=Mj−1) intersects all nonzero
H-classes of a completely 0-simple subsemigroup bUi of Mj=Mj−1 containing Ui
(called the completely 0-simple closure of Ui ) and UkUl  Sj−1 for k =D l: The sets
Ui , coming from all possible ranks j of matrices in S, are called the uniform compo-
nents of S, see [9].
We will further keep the notation of Lemma 1. Let I D −1.0/. By X we denote
the set of primitive words in X (that is, not proper powers of other elements of X)
that are nonnilpotent elements of the Rees factor X=I: Clearly,  factorizes through
a homomorphism  V X=I −! S:
If w 2 X; then put Xw D fx 2 X j x is not a subword of a power of wg: Notice
that Xw D Xv for two primitive words w; v 2 X if and only if w; v are con-
jugate, that is, w D xy, v D yx for some x; y 2 X; see [6, Section 11.5]. Let
Sw D .XnXw/: Denote byN.X=I/ the largest nil ideal of X=I . It is known that
N.X=I/ D Tw2X.XwnI/ [ fg, where  denotes the zero of X=I [8, Chapter 24].
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Lemma 2. Assume that S D hs1; : : : ; ski  Mn.K/ has zero entropy. Then:
1. If U is a uniform component of S and G is a maximal subgroup of Mn.K/ in-
tersecting U, then bU is a completely 0-simple inverse semigroup, U  Sw and
U \ G  h.w/i for some w 2 XI moreover SwnU is finite and .Sw/r  U for
some r > 1.
2. For every v 2 X there exists a unique uniform component V of S such that V  Sv:
3. If V;U are two different uniform components of S, then UV  N; where N is the
largest nilpotent ideal of S.
Proof. Suppose that G1; G2 are maximal subgroups of Mn.K/ such that U \
Gi =D ;, Gi =D 0; for i D 1; 2; and G1RG2 in Mn.K/: Choose si 2 S \ Gi . Then
0 62 hs1; s2i because GiGj  Gj for i D 1; 2. We have s1 D .x/, s2 D .y/ for
some x; y 2 X. From Lemma 1 it follows that hx; yi  hwi for some w 2 X. But
f.w/m j m > ng is contained in a maximal subgroup of Mn.K/: Therefore, G1 D
G2. The same argument shows that everyL-class of Mn.K/ contains at most one
maximal subgroup of Mn.K/ intersecting S. Hence, the completely 0-simple closure
of U is a Brandt semigroup (that is, an inverse completely 0-simple semigroup).
Let s 2 U \ G and let x 2 X be such that .x/ D s: Since U intersects all
nonzero H-classes of its completely 0-simple closure bU; it follows that for any
t 2 U there exist u1; u2 2 U such that u1tu2 2 U \ G. Choose y; z1; z2 2 X such
that .y/ D t and .zi/ D ui for i D 1; 2. Then Lemma 1 implies that x; z1yz2 2
hwi for some primitive word w 2 X: In particular t D .y/ 2 Sw and so U  Sw .
Moreover, if t 2 G; then similarly x; y 2 hvi for some primitive v 2 X: So x D
wi D vj for some i; j > 1, whence v D w by [6, Proposition 11.5.6]. Therefore,
U \ G  h.w/i:
Now .w/ is not nilpotent, as .w/i D .x/ D s 2 G for some i > 1. Hence
w 2 X: Since also sm 2 G for all m > i; we get that .z/ 2 U for every z 2 XnXw
such that x has wi as a subword (see Theorem 3.5 in [9]). It follows that SwnU is
finite and Sw is nilpotent modulo U. This completes the proof of property (1).
Suppose v 2 X. Then .v/ is not nilpotent, hence .v/n 2 V \ H for a uniform
component V of S and a maximal subgroup H of Mn.K/: As above we see that
V  Sv . Suppose that U is another uniform component of S contained in Sv: Since
U \ V D ;; it follows that U  SvnV is finite. Therefore, the image of U [ f0g
in the corresponding Mj=Mj−1 is completely 0-simple [9, Corollary 3.2], and so
it contains a nonzero idempotent. Since Sv is nilpotent modulo V, this leads to a
contradiction. Hence property (2) follows.
In order to prove property (3), suppose that uv 62 N for some u 2 U , v 2 V . Con-
jugating in Mn.K/; where K is the algebraic closure of K; we may assume that
S  Mn.K/ is in a block upper triangular form with the (projections onto) diagonal
blocks either irreducible or zero. Then N consists of matrices in S whose diagonal
blocks are all zero, see [9, Section 4.1]. As K is algebraically closed, the irreducible
diagonal blocks of S are absolutely irreducible. Therefore, every diagonal block in
Mn.K/ (corresponding to the block triangular form of S) is spanned by the pro-
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jection of a uniform component of S on this block [9, Lemma 4.7]. So uv has a
nonzero diagonal block. There exists a maximal subgroup G of Mn.K/ nontrivially
intersecting U such that GRu in Mn.K/: So for every g 2 G \ U we have gu 2 U
and guHu. Then hg D e D e2 2 G for some h 2 G which also is in the block upper
triangular form. Now uv D hguv, whence one of the diagonal blocks of guv is non-
zero. So guv 62 N: Then there exists s 2 S such that guvs is not nilpotent. Therefore,
t D .guvs/n 2 U 0 \ H 0 for a uniform component U 0 of S and a maximal subgroup
H 0 of Mn.K/: Choose inverse images x; y; z of g; u; vs in X, respectively. By prop-
erty (1) there exists w0 2 X such that U 0  Sw0 and t D .w0/p for some p > 1:
Lemma 1 implies that .xyz/n; .w0/q 2 hwi for some w 2 X and q > 1. Since the
words w;w0 are primitive, w0 D w and .xyz/n D .w0/k for some k > 1: It follows
that g; u 2 Sw0 . From property (1) we know that gr 2 .Sw0/r  U 0 for some r > 1.
But gj 2 G for every j > 1 implies that gj 2 U . Therefore, U \ U 0 =D ;, whence
U D U 0. Similarly, one shows that U 0 D V . Therefore U D V; as desired. 
Theorem 1. Assume that S D hs1; : : : ; ski  Mn.K/ is a semigroup. If the entropy
of S is zero, then S D Sw1 [    [ Swt [ N; where wi 2 X; 0 6 t 6 n; and N is the
maximal nilpotent ideal of S. Moreover, UiUj  N for i =D j; where Ui  Swi are
the uniform components of S and the disjoint union J D U1 [    [ Ut [ N is an ide-
al of S such that S is nilpotent modulo J (with SnJ finite). Also −1.N/ DN.X=I/
and N is a finitely generated ideal of S.
Proof. We use the block upper triangular form of S exploited in the proof of
Lemma 2. So N consists of matrices in S whose diagonal blocks are all zero and
every diagonal block is spanned by a projection of one of the uniform components
on this block. Therefore, the number of such components does not exceed n in
view of property (3) in Lemma 2. If an element s 2 S is not in N, then there exists
t 2 S such that st 2 Ui for some uniform component Ui of S. Since Ui  Swi for
some wi 2 X; as in the proof of Lemma 2 it follows that s 2 Swi : Hence, we get
S D Sw1 [    [ Swt [ N . Since elements in Swi of sufficiently large length are in
Ui , the claim on J also follows.
Now,N.X=I/ is the largest nil ideal of X=I; so .N.X=I// is nilpotent, whence
.N.X=I//  N: Therefore, −1.N/ DN.X=I/ follows by the definition of I.
Since X is a finite set by Lemma 2, from [8, Lemma 24.9] we know thatN.X=I/ is
a finitely generated ideal of X=I . So N is a finitely generated ideal of S. 
The description of cocyclic subshifts of zero entropy obtained in [5, Corollary
9.2] follows easily from Theorem 1. Namely, the ‘primitive components’ of XU cor-
respond to Sw1 ; : : : ; Swt ; and they are single points with respect to the natural shift
operator on XU:
We conclude with a connection with some other important combinatorial proper-
ties of finitely generated semigroups. Let S be a semigroup, and let z D z1; : : : ; zm be
a sequence of elements of S. A k-factorization of z is a sequence t D t1; : : : ; tk , where
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the tj ’s are the values of k consecutive segments of z, that is, tj D zij zij C1    zijC1−1
for j D 1; : : : ; k and some 1 6 i1 < i2 <    < ikC1 6 m C 1. We say that t is a
power k-factorization if t1 D    D tk . A semigroup S is said to be repetitive if and
only if, for each finite subset X of S and every integer k > 0, there exists a positive
integer L D L.S;X; k/ such that every sequence z1; : : : ; zL of elements of X has a
power k-factorization.
Repetitive semigroups were introduced by Justin (see [2]). The fact that the infi-
nite cyclic group is repetitive is a generalization of the van der Waerden theorem on
arithmetic progressions [2]. For another example, a well-known corollary to Ramsey
theorem implies that every finite semigroup is repetitive (see [7, Section 4.1]). Recall
that the growth function d.m/ of a finitely generated semigroup S D hs1; : : : ; ski
is defined as the number of elements s 2 S that can be presented in the form s D
t1    tj with t1; : : : ; tj 2 fs1; : : : ; skg and j 6 m, see [4]. We say that S has polyno-
mial growth if d.m/ is bounded by a polynomial in m:
Corollary 1. Assume that S D hs1; : : : ; ski  Mn.K/ is a semigroup. If the entropy
of S is zero, then S has polynomial growth of degree not exceeding n. Moreover, S is
a repetitive semigroup.
Proof. By Theorem 1 S D Sw1 [    [ Swt [ N for some wi 2 X. It is clear that
each Swi has a bounded number of elements of any length (in the generators of S).
Since SnN is a union of finitely many such sets, it follows that the growth of S=N
is at most linear. So the growth function for S is polynomially bounded, with the
degree at most the nilpotency index of N, see [4, Corollary 5.10]. Therefore, S has
polynomial growth of degree at most n.
Since the groups generated by the nonempty intersections G \ S with maximal
subgroups G of Mn.K/ are cyclic by property (1) of Lemma 2, the second assertion
is a direct consequence of Kelarev and Oknin´ski [3, Theorem 2.1]. 
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